FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

GEORGE SOROS CONTROLS
Every Election in America

Oct 27, 2016 – Statement of EDWARD C NOONAN, 2016 Presidential Candidate:

George Soros has his thumb on every major news media in America. He has the following news media in his pocket because of his many bribes and pay-off to these news media (only partial list!):

CNN; the Associated Press; The Los Angeles Times; USA Today; ESPN; The Washington Post; The New York Times, Washington Post, the Associated Press, NBC; ABC; National Public Radio; The Boston Globe; Seattle Times; The Atlanta Journal-Constitution; The Miami Herald; The Huffington Post; NBC Universal; San Francisco Chronicle; The Seattle Times; American Independent News Network; Free Press; Media Matters for America; Air America Radio; Independent Media Institute; Media Fund; NewsCorpWatch; MSNBC, and many other leftist news organizations.

Allen West reported on many Soros wikileaks to the Clinton as Secretary of State and to the DNC. (8/15/16). Most of the hacked emails show:

The documents are from multiple departments of Soros’ organizations. Soros’ the Open Society Foundations seems to be the group with the most documents in the leak. Files come from sections representing almost all geographical regions in the world, “the President’s Office”, and something named SOUK.

The following is a list (21 webpages) of tyrannical actions that Soros has waged on everyone from the nation states of the European Union. Prepare to be shocked to see how Soros has taken over the entire governments of Europe. Be shocked to see that he intends to do (and has done) in the EU. He is doing the same in the USA! See:

http://www.americanresistanceparty.org/sorosEUtakeover.jpg
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